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Do people have trouble understanding you? Are you yearning for your dream career, but your

accent is stopping you? Is English your second language? Do you believe that your accent may be

keeping you from the advancement you've been seeking? In Accent Reduction For Professionals,

you'll discover secrets of reducing - and eliminating - your foreign accent. Envision the ability to

present a contract or proposal to your native-speaking colleagues and not worrying about how you

sound, confident in knowing that you've effectively masked your tell-tale accent and how everyone

is listening to what you are saying and not how you're saying it. With this guide, you'll quickly learn

the easiest ways to sound more like an American and dramatically improve the way you sound.

What habits and insights can you be assured of learning when you learn and implement the tips,

tricks and techniques revealed in this concise book?
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When you are a foreign like I am, your accent is always a problem cause people can't understand

you as well as you want but this book will help you a lot. The author explains so well which are the

most important facts for having an American accent, how it can be useful for applying a job and for

the communication and interaction with others. I really like the exercises that the author propose

and the easy that they are. So if you are interested in reduce your accent this book is for you.

Wonderful Book! English is not our first language but English is an international language all over

the world So it's very important all of us.We must know about the American accent. If we don't



understand American accent, then it's very difficult to communicate with the American people. This

book reveals some really important factors of accent reduction. If you have a really good ear,

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll also hear that when you stress the first syllable the pitch of your voice lowers

even while youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re still speaking it.This book shows how to improve our American

accent. I can relate most points of the book. So this is such an very worth reading book for all!

Recommended!

I have found this book a real help in my daily life. It was sounds difficult eliminating my accent for

me. This book really describes the necessity of eliminating accent. As I expected, This book was

worth reading.It's full of wonderful tips. Especially chapter:10 describes about 8 secrets to accent

reduction. It was really helpful to me. I love this one. This book is strongly recommended. Thanks to

Whitney.

I really enjoyed this book and received a lot of valuable and helpful information. There are many

inspiring ideas to Eliminate Accent to Sound More American. Will share to my friend.

Impressive! The choice of this book was based on much research and display of friends. After

receiving it, I did an initial reading and just realized that it is an excellent book for students of

English. I am creating in my house a small library with textbooks and classic novels, and I believe

this book can help me a lot to improve my English. I can relate most points of the book. So this is

such an very worth reading book for all!

I love this book!! This book is very useful for me. English is not my first language, but i need use

english often in my job. So, you can imagine this is how difficult for me. I must study by myself. My

goal is to communicate well in english with my colleagues. I found this book provides very detailed

information about american accent. Recommend!

Does your accent makes you nervous, or causing you to doubt yourself. The book takes you

through great steps to improve your accent, sound more professional and getting that dream job! It

focuses on each section in depth to give you good and clear explanations.

Did not deliver. I read the comments and I thought "wow, it should be a great book, offering me a lot

of techniques and recommendations on how to reduce my foreign accent." But it wasn't. There were



some examples on the vowels and consonants, but it lacked the transcription, nor it provided the CD

with the right pronunciation. They explain how to pronounce the sounds without any audio material,

this is hilarious. If you want a really good book on the pronunciation and reducing your accent, I

would definitely recommend the book by Ann Cook called American Accent Training.P.s. There

were some spelling mistakes in the book, I can't give you the page number, because they weren't

paginated. And I wonder why does this book have so much of a positive feedback?
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